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Retrieving Multiple CANSIM Time Series

In this exercise you will search for data on the price of Home Heating Oil for a number of
cities across Canada, retrieving all available series.
1 First proceed to the CANSIM database at:
http://datacentre.chass.utoronto.ca/cansim/
2.Click on:

3. Then click on:

4.Now enter the terms to search on in the Search keyword or keywords: dialog box
Home Heating Oil

Then select Full Text Index option, and then click on the submit search:

Search Results:

What is the number of matches?
This is the number of series that we will want to retrieve

6.Now Click on the first “P” number P219113 (CANSIM series number).
7. The next page displayed will provide a detailed description of the series and will also
list a matrix number, under the heading:
Statistics Canada Classification:
Matrix 09934,
8.Click on the matrix number: 09934
This next page will list all the P numbers or series that are collected within this matrix:
Scroll down to the end of the page until you have all the listing of series on Home
Heating Oil:

You will note that the series on Home Heating Oil prices by City starts at P219113
And goes to P219128
9. In order to retrieve multiple series you will need to return back to the Search and
Retrieve page:
http://datacentre.chass.utoronto.ca/cansim/search.html
10. Click on the “Retrieve multiple CANSIM series by label “ option
11. You will now enter the list of series that you wish to retrieve data for:
Note that series labels in the label list should be comma-separated, and
the entire list should be enclosed in parentheses.
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(P219113, P219114, P219115, P219116, P219117, P219118, P219119, P219120,
P219121, P219122, P219123, P219124, P219125, P219126, P219127, P219128)
In this example we will retrieve data from 1998 to the latest available, so we
enter 1998 for the beginning date and leave the end date empty.
We will also select spreadsheet as our output format

After you have done the above hit the Retrieve button
Your out put will look like this:

12. Next you will save the results to your local drive for use by other applications, such
as Excel.
On your browser click on FILE/SAVE AS… or ( CTL S )and save the file as
a plain text file - give it a meaningful name, e.g. oilheat.txt
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and then click save
13. Next open your Excel program and open the oilheat text file.that you saved to your
local drive. You will have to set Excel to open text files, in the Files of type option
button

Excel will prompt for some settings as it opens the file. Chose the following settings:
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click next

click next
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14. then select the Date button under the Column data format option and set the
date order to YMD and click finish.

Excel has now formatted the text file.
15.You can now edit the file adding some meaningful labels such as names of cities and
date. For example:

16. You will also need to change the format of the date field. CANSIM outputs the data
with a “M” in-between the year and month. You can simply change this by
selecting the date column (click on the “A” tab), and then click on
Edit/Replace …
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17 Next enter the letter “M” and slash “/” as the characters to be replaced and click on
Replace All

18. After you have finished making all your changes, save the file as a new tab
delimited text file: File / Save As…oilheat2.txt. And a second copy as an
Excel .xls file. You can then work with this file to produce various reports in Excel, such
as this Chart:
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Excel source file: oilgraph.xls
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